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Abstract
Voice pathology detection and classification is a special 
research field in voice and speech processing for its deep 
social impact [8]. Historically in the development of new tools 
for pathology detection, different sets of distortion parameters 
have been defined, on one hand those estimating perturbations 
of certain acoustic voice features such as the pitch or energy, 
others estimating the dispersion of the spectral density of 
voice. Parameters based on the estimation of the residual of 
the glottal source related with the mucosal wave are of special 
interest among these last ones, as it may be shown these to be 
related with the biomechanical behavior of the vocal cords 
[2][3]. Therefore the amount of available parameters for 
pathology detection and classification is rather high. Although 
not all of them may have the same relevance depending on the 
specific objective to be covered. The present work is aimed to 
stress the relevance of different parameters for voice 
pathology detection using pruning techniques based on 
Principal Component Analysis. Specific experiments are used 
to stress the relevance of the parameters in differentiating 
normophonic and pathologic cases. Possible applications of 
the method to classify among pathologies could be derived 
from this study. 

1. Introduction
Automatic detection of voice pathology by measurements 
obtained from the direct recording of voice is an important 
research objective in itself. During the last two decades 
important achievements have been obtained in this sense [1].
The key point for this progress have been the definition of a 
wide set of what are called perturbation parameters [7], which 
are directly derived from the voice signal, and serve to 
pinpoint the possible presence of pathology. Perturbations in 
the pitch (jitter) or amplitude of voice (shimmer) are 
considered among the most relevant ones. The relation 
between low frequency and high frequency bands of voice 
(often referred to as the Harmonic to Noise Ratio or HNR) is 
also considered as a possible correlate to pathology, as it is 
assumed that normophonic voice (that produced by pathology-
free subjects) concentrates most of the energy during voicing 
in the production of harmonic-based sounds than in noise, 
attributed most of the times to defective closure of the vocal 
folds. Other researchers [5] have associated certain relations 
between the first harmonics (A) and formants (F) to the 
presence of specific pathologies. These studies have 
established the relationship of certain pathologies with 
significant “landmarks” found in the power spectral density of 

voice in itself, as the ratios between the harmonics and 
formants (F1-A1, F1-A3, A1-A3, H1-H2, see [5]) or the 
harmonics to noise ratio (HNR) [7]. These parameters have 
revealed efficient in the detection of pathology, but as 
obtained from raw voice they include strong masking effects 
due to the vocal tract and first-order vocal cord dynamics. 
More accurate perturbation parameters could be defined using 
the singularities in the power spectral density of the cover 
(second order dynamics), as the cord cover is where many 
pathologies develop during their early stages. The power 
spectral density of the mucosal wave correlate (which is the 
result of removing the long range components from the glottal 
aperture wave) is strongly related with the biomechanical 
behavior of the vocal cord system [3], which has led to the 
definition of certain sets of parameters devoted to describe the 
spectral profile of voice to be used in pathology detection. 
This last kind of parameters is referred to as spectral 
parameters in contrast with the classical acoustic parameters
based in the estimation of the distortion of basic magnitudes. 
In this way, the set of parameters characterizing voice for 
pathology detection has grown spectacularly. Nevertheless, it 
is well known from experimentation that too large sets of 
parameters do not necessarily attain better classification 
results, as the largest the number of parameters the highest the 
chances for higher noise contamination, entropic dispersion or 
presence of local minima. One of the objectives of the present 
research will be to establish which is the most adequate set of 
parameters for pathology detection (whether acoustic, spectral 
or both), and which is the minimum set capable of producing 
precise separation results, placing special emphasis in the 
methodology of set determination. 

2. Mucosal wave spectral features 
Besides jitter and shimmer and their variants, which are  
classical perturbation parameters for which precise definitions  
exist [7] another parameter is the harmonics to noise ratio, or 
HNR, which in the present study has been defined as the ratio 
between the energies of the average glottal aperture ,gh n
and the mucosal wave correlate
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On their turn spectral parameters are based on the detection of 
the singularities appearing on the mucosal wave correlate 
(MWC) power spectral density as shown in detail in Figure 1,
in the shape of a notch (Tn, fn) between two maxima (Tm1, fm1),
(Tm2, fm2), for frequencies below 2000 Hz which are 
contributed by the relative movement of spring-linked masses 
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presenting resonances and anti-resonances of the vocal cord 
body-cover model at fairly predictable frequencies. These V-
groove patterns are well documented by exploratory studies 
in in vivo experiments [6]. A comparison between the 
singularity spectral profile (dash line) and a 4-bin energy 
average profile (dot-dash) is shown. The singularity spectral 
profile has been obtained linking neighbor singular points (the 
two maxima, the notch and the origin and end values of the 
power spectral density expressed in dB). The 4-bin energy 
profile is the result of averaging the power spectral density on 
four equal intervals for the whole frequency span. Variants of 
this patterning including mel-cepstum coding are used in 
practical experiments in voice pathology detection as regular 
parameter data sets [1].
(Tm1, fm1)

(Tn, fn)(Tm2, fm2)

(S, fo)

(E, fe)

Figure 1. Detection of singularities on the mucosal wave correlate 
power spectral density for a specific voice sample. Markers denote 
maxima (*), minima ( ) and extreme points (o), the mucosal wave 
correlate is plotted in full line, dash-dot corresponds to energy bin 
averaging (parameter set #1) and dot line to singularity profiling 
(parameter set #2) 

The mucosal wave spectral distortion parameters used in the 
present study are the values and positions of the  origin (S_v, 
S_p=fo) and end points (E_v, E_p=fe) in the spectrum (in dB), 
the value and position of the initial minimum (im_v, im_p), 
and the first maximum (1M_v=Tm1, 1M_p=fm1), the depth and 
position of the notch relative to the first maximum in dB 
(1m_v=Tn-Tm1, 1m_p=fn/fm1), the height and position of the 
second maximum relative to the first one in dB (2M_v=Tm2-
Tm1, 2M_p=fm2/fm1), and the respective values for the second 
notch. Other profile parameters are the notch slenderness 
factors, which measure the spike-like characteristics of the 
notches corresponding to the two first minima given by 

1fTN 21rrnsf (2)
where fr21=fm2/fm1. Based on these considerations the set of 
distortion parameters defined in Table 2 were used in the 
present study, mixing acoustic and spectral estimates in 
clustering experiments to determine their relative role in 
pathology detection. 

3. Principal Component Analysis of Distortion 
Parameters

The key tool in the study is Principal Component Analysis 
(PCA), conceived as the optimal solution to find the 
minimum order of a linear combination of random variables 
xj showing the same variance as the original set, where the 
components of xj correspond to different observations 

(samples) of a given input (distortion) parameter (j-th
parameter) [4].

Table 1. Distortion parameters used in the study 
Name Nickname Description
x1 ptch Normalized pitch 
x2 jtt Normalized jitter 
x3 shm_c Classical Shimmer 
x4 shm_s Slope Shimmer 
x5 shm_a Area Shimmer 
x6 slp Peak slope 
x7 shp Peak Sharpness 
x8 hnr Harmonics-to-Noise Ratio 
x9 21h_p F1/F2 (position) 
x10 21h_v F1/F2 (value) 
x11 1Eb 1st energy bin 
x12 2Eb 2nd energy bin 
x13 3Eb 3rd energy bin 
x14 4Eb 4th energy bin 
x15 S_v Start point (value) 
x16 im_v Initial minimum (value) 
x17 1M_v 1st maximum (value) 
x18 1m_v 1st minimum (value) 
x19 2M_v 2nd maximum (value) 
x20 3M_v 3rd maximum (value) 
x21 2m_v 2nd minimum (value) 
x22 4M_v 4th maximum (value) 
x23 E_v End point(value) 
x24 S_p Origin (position) 
x25 im_p Initial minimum (position) 
x26 1M_p 1st maximum (position) 
x27 1m_p 1st minimum (position) 
x28 2M_p 2nd maximum (position) 
x29 3M_p 3rd maximum (position) 
x30 2m_p 2nd minimum (position) 
x31 4M_p 4th maximum (position) 
x32 E_p End (position) 
x33 1nsf 1st Notch slenderness factor 
x34 2nsf 2nd notch slenderness factor 

Let xj be a column vector composed by 1 i m observations of 
the j-th distortion parameter (e. g. jitter, shimmer etc.), 1 j k
being the parameter index from the set of k parameters 

mjijj2j1j x,xx,xx    (3) 

where x stands for the transpose of x. The matrix formed by 
stocking the different observation vectors xj

kj1 , , xxxX   (4) 

is classically be referred to as the observations m x k matrix. 
The goal under Principal Component Analysis is to find a set 
of p<k component vectors yj 1 j p describing most of the 
variability in the observations matrix (according to a 
compromise), thus reducing the dimensionality of the 
observations matrix with two main purposes: help in the 
separation and clustering of the m observations (samples of 
voice) and in producing data representations (using biplots or 
3-d plots for example) to improve the interpretation of results. 
The solution is based on the definition of the k x k covariance
matrix associated to X as 

XXC (5)
and in the determination of its associated eigenvalue-
eigenvector pairs { j, ej}, where the eigenvectors are k
vectors of k components, and the eigenvalues will show the 
following property 

kj1jj ;1   (6) 



Thence the j-th row vector of principal components will be a 
linear combination of k vectors of m components each as 

  (7) kj1;jj Xey
and the matrix of principal components will be 

kj1 ,, yyyY   (8) 

It is well known that the covariance of Y is a diagonal matrix 
, its non-zero elements being the set of ordered eigenvalues. 

This fact has two consequences: that the principal component 
vectors yj are orthogonal to each other, and that they are 
naturally ordered in j from the most to the less variant ones. 
Therefore the ratio of the accumulated variance to the total 
population variance will be given as 

k
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i

j

1i
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It may be seen from (7) that the first component (a vector of 
m observations) retains most of the variance of X as a linear 
combination of the k parameter vectors with weights given by 
the first eigenvector e1
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Therefore the absolute values of the components of the first 
eigenvector will express the relative contribution of each 
parameter vector to the first principal component. A method 
of analysis based in this principle is referred to as 
multivariate measurements analysis (see [4], pp. 429-30). The 
matrix of observations X may be then re-ordered by swapping 
the observation vectors xj accordingly with the relative 
relevance of the parameter set associated to the observations 
vector, prior to clustering, classification or representation. 
Different orderings having into account coefficients e1j are 
possible. An algorithm for such reordering could be 

Let {cj}1 be the initial set of absolute values of e1j
for m=1 to k

Evaluate }}c{max{argq mjjm ;

Let
mqmj1mj c}c{}c{

end
which will produce a set qm of ordered indices referring to the 
new ordination structure of the observations matrix: 

mq
~ xX    (11) 

4. Results and Discussion 
This methodology has been applied to 20 normophonic 
samples as well as 20 pathologic ones (4 samples of patients 
with polyps, 6 samples with bilateral nodules, 5 samples with 
Reinke's Edema, and 5 samples with reflux inflammation) as 
listed in Table 2.

Table 2. List of samples used in the experiments 
Condition Pathology Labels

Normal - 001, 003, 005, 007, 00A, 00B, 00E, 
010, 018, 01C, 024, 029, 02C, 02D, 
032, 035, 043, 047, 049, 04A 

Pathologic Polyps 065, 069, 09E, 0A9 
" Bil. Nod. 06B, 06D, 07E, 09E, 0B4, 0CA 
" Reinke's E. 06A, 071, 079, 092, 098 
" Refl. Infl. 09F, 0AA, 077, 07F, 083 

These samples were processed to extract the set of 34
parameters listed before, from which the fist one (x1) is 
removed (Parameter Set #1) excluding x1, resulting an 
observations matrix X33 of 40x33 columns. This matrix was 

divided into two clusters by k-means. The silhouette 
corresponding to the clustering can be seen in Figure 2 (top). 
The Quality Factor (QF) gives the average silhouette 
coefficient in the cluster showing how compact clusters are. 

Figure 2. Top) Clustering Silhouette for Parameter Set #1. Bottom) 
Clustering Silhouette for Parameter Set #2. 

The results of the clustering process are shown in Figure 3
(left) as a biplot against the two first principal components 
(those responsible for the 48.4% and 23.1% of the total 
variance, respectively). It may be seen that the clustering 
process assigned most of normal samples to cluster #1 
(marked with rhombs ' '), except 001, 003, 010, 00E and 032 
(pointed by arrows), which have been assigned to cluster #2 
(marked with circles 'o'), whereas all the pathological samples 
have been assigned to this last cluster. 

Figure 3. Left) Clustering Biplot for Parameter Set #1. Right) 
Clustering Biplot for Set #2. 

The components of vector e1 ordered by their absolute values 
corresponding to the PCA of X33 are listed in Table 3. The 
most relevant parameters happened to be associated with the 
mucosal wave spectral profile as seen from Table 2. A set of 
experiments a new set of analysis was conducted using only 
the set of coefficients associated with the spectral profile {x15-
x23}, removing a parameter at a time, and selecting the subset 
producing the largest QF. This pruning was carried out till 
only four parameters were left, these resulting to be 
Set#2={x16=im_v, x17=1M_v, x19=2M_v, x21=2m_v} with a 
QF=0.722. The clustering performance of this set, compared 
to the whole set of parameters is shown in Figure 2 (bottom) 
and the associated biplot is given in Figure 3 (right) where it 
may be appreciated how this set achieved complete separation 



between pathologic and normophonic samples. The two 
resulting sets may be divided by a straight line corresponding 
roughly with the one linking the coordinates (-2, -2.5)-(1, 1), 
showing the clear divisibility of the sets in the domain of the 
first two principal components (responsible for the 70.64% 
and 18.73% of the total variance, respectively). 

Table 3. Combination weights of input parameters in the first 
component  

No. 23 30 17 31 29 21
Name E_v 2m_p 1M_v 4M_p 3M_p 2m_v 
Value +0.23 -0.22 -0.22 -0.22 -0.22 +0.22 
No. 22 2 20 28 19 18
Name 4M_v jtt 3M_v 2M_p 2M_v 1m_v 
Value +0.21 +0.21 +0.21 -0.20 +0.20 +0.19 
No. 10 27 24 26 15 9
Name 21h_v 1m_p S_p 1M_p S_v 21h_p
Value -0.19 -0.19 -0.18 +0.18 +0.17 +0.17 
No. 7 32 4 12 13 3
Name shp E_p shm_s 2Eb 3Eb shm_c 
Value -0.17 -0.17 +0.17 +0.16 +0.15 +0.14 
No. 34 14 8 16 33 5
Name nsf_2 4Eb hnr im_v nsf_1 shm_a 
Value -0.14 +0.14 -0.13 +0.13 +0.12 +0.11 
No. 25 6 11
Name im_p slp 1Eb
Value -0.11 +0.04 +0.01 
A 3d plot of the clustering vs the three most relevant input 
parameters as established by PCA is presented in Figure 4.
The structure of the first principal component, as given from 
PCA is the following: y1=0.57x21+0.55x19-0.42x17+0.42x16.
The most relevant input parameter accordingly with this 
combination seems to be 2m_v (x21), which is the minimum 
of the second notch. The deepest the minimum, the loosest the 
masses in the two-mass system associated to the vocal cord 
[3], this being a definitive feature of normophonic voice vs. 
pathologic, as normophonic is associated to a lower value in 
x21. The second most relevant parameter is 2M_v (x19)
associated to the second highest maximum in the spectral 
profile of the mucosal wave. The third parameter in order of 
relevance is 1M_v (x19) associated to the highest maximum of 
the spectral profile. These three parameters are strongly 
associated to the biomechanical structure of the vocal folds, 
thus confirming the relevance of the parameters related with 
the biomechanical behavior of the system [2] compared to the 
classical distortion ones, which seem to be less resolving 
regarding the detection of pathology. 

Figure 4. 3D Clustering Plot, showing the neat separation in the 
manifold defined by the parameter subset {x21, x19 and x17} – ordered 
by relevance 

5. Conclusions
The abundance of distortion parameters in voice pathology is 
a matter of consideration. It is well know that some 
parameters may be more relevant than others in detecting and 
characterizing voice pathology. This work is intended to put 
some light into the matter by using Principal Component 
Analysis. It has been stated that as far as precise clustering is 
concerned, a pruning of observation parameters is needed. 
PCA revealed to be a precise tool to include or eliminate a 
given parameter from the observation set. For pathology 
detection it seems that spectral profile parameters are more 
resolving than acoustic distortion parameters, and among 
those the ones characterizing the main peak and the second 
notch in the mucosal wave correlate spectral profile seem to 
be the most precise ones for the case studied. These results 
need to be confirmed by more experiments, to which this 
methodology is to be applied. Further studies could include 
pathology classification as well.   
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